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Abstract
The 20–25 years economic life for hydrocarbon pipelines in the investment decision model is at wide variance with
historical statistical records of more than 90-percent world-wide. Opinions diverge, from service type to the product
quality, and materials resilience as basis for this premise. While, financial experts consider time to fully depreciate
a capital investment, irrespective of the rate of returns, engineers consider operational availability and reliability
duration. The risk is that actual residue values of pipelines worldwide are erroneously omitted in every project’s
economics Cash-flow computation, thus eroding the investment decision quality. Statistics showed that more than
60-percent of pipelines worldwide have already exceeded the 25 years economic life, while more than 40-percent
have operated more than 30-years and above. This theoretical appraisal identified a gap in the economic model in
handling multi-criteria risk management uncertainties like hedging, weighting, etc., and highlighted the exigency
to craft and assign numeric residue values for pipelines in the investment Cash-flow models.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Virtually every oil and gas exploration and

production process require the transportation of
different grades of hydrocarbon fluid including;
crude oil, gas, and refined petroleum products
from one operational point to another, through
pipelines, as schematically shown in Fig. 1.
The hydrocarbon pipelines, such as depicted in

Fig. 2, constitute a major artery in the oil and gas
hydrocarbon exploration and production business,
ranging in diameter from 4-inches (101.6 millime-
ters) to 56-inches (1,422.4 millimeters) and above,
and in length, from less than one kilometer to
8,707 kilometers, being the longest pipeline in the
world [1] ever constructed. Investment in oil and
gas pipeline facilities is quite substantial, consid-
ering the magnitude of metric tons of steel re-
quired and given an average wall thickness of the
pipelines that ranges from minimal 0.24-inches
(6-millimeters) to 0.98-inches (25-millimeters) on
average and above. This is apart from the as-
sociated engineering, procurement, construction,
and operating costs, apart from maintenance and
other recapitalization costs.
Primarily, investments in oil and gas hydro-

carbon transporting pipelines, for most operating
companies worldwide, are premised on a 20 to 25
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years’ service life [2, 3]. This applies to pipelines
installed either above ground as in Fig. 2 or in-
stalled underground as in Fig. 3. This implies that
the pipeline facilities will economically remain of
value only within that set economic life precinct
and will be reset to zero value at the expiration
of the specified “magic” life. Conversely, experi-
ence shows that the basis of oil and gas pipelines
economics grossly undermines the real economic
value of this facility to a point of creating uncer-
tainties on when to abandon or discard an ac-
tive pipeline. The usual muted thinking is, what
happens to the pipeline assets thereafter; aban-
don, mothball, or retain in service? Some pipeline
projects, especially for sweet sales gas and natural
gas liquid, hardly scale through the economics de-
cision threshold or huddle rate, basically on prac-
tices that may have been skewed or are at best,
inaccurate.
In reality, despite increasing water cuts in the

crude oil pipelines, due to aging fields, and which
will remain a recurring challenge as the pipelines
also get much older, more than 40 percent of the
hydrocarbon pipelines worldwide are statistically
more than 30 years old [4, 5], as depicted in Fig. 4,
despite operating under adverse conditions. In-
terestingly, some of the pipeline projects barely
scaled through the economics hurdle at options
selection stage, especially the pipelines in sales
gas and natural gas liquid services. These in-
vestment durations were without recognizing the
positive residual value. The extended duration
needs to be recognized and factored in the eco-
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Figure 1: Pipelines connecting hydrocarbon basic operations. Source: Author’s research.

Figure 2: Above ground pipelines operating in Nigeria. Source: Nairametrics, January 2020.
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Figure 3: Pipelines buried underground. Source: Au-
thor’s research.

nomics cash-flow model. This situation, without
the pipeline facilities full asset value undoubtedly,
leads to rash, skewed, and error-laced investment
decisions.
Based on findings from oil and gas major op-

erating companies worldwide, most organizations
have pipelines in their inventory that have been
in operation for more than 60 years, and still op-
erating, without manifesting significant integrity
degradation or any reasonable statistical recorded
failures. In the same study, statistics also showed
that pipelines that were retired before their eco-
nomics life span, on basis of reliability failure or
constraints, fall below the five percentile world-
wide [6], while more than ninety-five percent have
operated more than the designed 20-25 years.
Paradoxically, the 20–25 year life generally in
practice is merely an axiom [7], and grossly at
huge variance with historical reality, masking an
irregularity that undercuts the total functional
values of pipeline assets. In principle, this ser-
vice life duration philosophy is mostly an arith-
metically driven consideration based on principles
of economics model limitations rather than actual
historical performance or operationally tested pa-
rameters. How to monetize or plough back the
residual value of pipeline assets to reflect the re-
maining life-after-economics span in the invest-
ment cash-flow model remains an enigma. First,
the mechanism for deciphering, crafting a re-
lationship, and factoring the residue value of
pipelines in the economics cash-flow model needs
to be conceptualized.
While the operational lifespan of a pipeline is

economically determined by convenience, most or-
ganizations depend on statistical referencing of
the technical fitness to decide the actual end
life [6]. The concern is how the residual val-
ues positively influences investment decisions for
new pipeline projects at economics threshold val-
ues. Incidentally, time value of money remains
the common denominator in determining project’s
choice and viability, among alternatives [2]. In-
vestment decisions continue to center on cash-flow
net present value summation [2], where revenues

pay off the capital expenditure, the operational
costs or controllable costs, royalty payment as ap-
plicable, and taxes. Conspicuously missing in the
cash-flow relation model is a risk factor to refine
the outcome [8]. In addition, while significant in-
vestments in routine asset sustenance, which is
factored in the economics model as operational
and maintenance costs, or controllable costs in
some parlance, a missing factor is the substantial
investment in recapitalization that come in dif-
ferent forms of sectional replacements, upgrades,
etc.
The import is that the 20 to 25 years used to

define the economic lives of pipelines, lacks ad-
equate statistical support and falls enormously
short of verifiable total functional span for virtu-
ally all organizations. This equally portends a fu-
turistic risk when deciding the asset book value
and when to abandon, or the truism of its actual
life.

2. PIPELINE INVESTMENTS PROFITABILITY
INDICATORS USING CASH-FLOW MOD-
ELS

Given that the value of a pipeline project re-
lates to its potential to remain in service to con-
tinuously support the generation of cash, the total
at-service value stretches beyond the 20-25 eco-
nomics life to, as long as the time to total fail-
ure - often more than 60-years. A simplistic eco-
nomics model merely uses a cumulative cash-in
and cash-out flow indicators for the pipeline in-
vestment. Given that this is a mere averaging of
earnings against cash injections discounted over
a period, the discounted period becomes a major
source of uncertainty, which could make or mar a
project profitability or preference. Although the
profitability cash-flow, in its entirety, excludes fi-
nancing costs, the cash-flow model is erroneously
assumed to have included all discrete factors with
potential positive or negative impact, including
taxes and abstract factors like inflation. The total
at-service life of pipeline facilities becomes a game
changer in providing a realistic basis of compari-
son and basis for options evaluation. The chal-
lenge is to establish a mechanism for establish-
ing the economic limit or the total at-service life
of a pipeline, through estimating the residual life
value after the economic lives.
The generally deduced profit relation shows

a very simplistic net cash flow relation without
vividly accounting for the effect of risk [9], nor
does it account for the respective assets’ residue
values. Without the associated risk or the asset
residual values, the profitability relations simply
provide only a feel-good estimate and not a true
investment viability, which in reality, could swing
either upwards or downwards from the ideal re-
turn on investment. Simply put and for business
perspective, evaluating the investment efficiency
starts from the options evaluation and decision
criteria, with each option considered on the entire
life cycle. This requires a full knowledge of the
return on average capital employed (ROCE), and
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Figure 4: Worldwide pipeline age statistics. Source: Author’s research.

entails infinite analysis of the true value of the as-
sets that centers on its extractable services, from
design to complete abandonment, over the total
capital and operational cost exposures. Leaving
us with the obvious question: in targeting the dif-
ference between the net income and total financial
costs to arrive at the ROCE, how significant is the
omitted difference in extractable services between
the true life-duration and the economic life? The
cash-flow tripod model apparently is hinged on
two opposing factors whose outcome decides the
economic viability factor; the Expenditure that is
offset by the Revenue.

3. EXPENDITURE FUNCTION
Expenditures basically refers to amounts of

cash invested in the form of disbursed capital and
operational expenses. Capital expenditure factor
constitute the major cost factor in the cash-flow
model for determining the profitability of an in-
vestment. The cost includes the initial investment
and recapitalized maintenance or costs expended
in sustaining the asset capital value within the
economics value. Such value includes costs for
asset sectional replacement or upgrade, asset in-
tegrity validation such as in line inspection, and
others. Typically, this cost covers design, con-
struction of new facilities; installation costs of new
equipment prior to hand over to operations. Un-
like the capital investments which are gradually
deducted or expensed through depreciation, de-
pletion, or amortization, the operational expenses
are deducted from income within the account-
ing period to arrive at the net income. This in-
cludes applicable pro-rates for the allocation of
overhead costs of required support services and
activities; the capital required to maintain oper-
ations through the life of the project or sustaining
capital. It also includes the working capital and
inventory costs; the value of existing equipment
transferred for use in the project; a salvage value
of the capital equipment and physical plant at the
end of the project life. Of significance and which
should not be confused with residual at-service
value is the salvage value, which is merely the
book value of a physical asset at the time of aban-
donment. The book value is tailored to document
the remaining value out of the 20-25 years eco-

nomic life, based on the discounted rate to derive
the remaining value.

4. REVENUE BASED ON EXPECTED VALUE
METHOD AND NET PRESENT VALUE
The expected value concept would have offered

an opportunity to capture assets residual value
that could be ploughed back into future valua-
tion as a risk factor. This could only work out,
provided the organizational culture supported the
estimation and quantification of the associated
residual value of the respective assets. The risk
factor should be collated continuously over time
with the expected opportunity values, through an
extricated probability function based on histori-
cal summation. The existing formula targeted
only an unbiased single point estimate by collaps-
ing a probability distribution into a single value
number [2, 10]. The Present Value, (PV) func-
tion as represented in Eq. (1), is a generally rec-
ommended value measure for expected monetary
value (EMV), used by hydrocarbon field operators
without a plough back of residual values in deci-
sion making, to associate the profitability,

PV = CF
1

(1+ i)−t (1)

Where discount rate, i is the decision maker’s at-
titude toward the time value of money, CF is cash-
flow amount (future value) at time in years.
Again, this present concept works on the

premise that earned money may be re-invested at
a certain amount of interest, or put into a savings
account at a profitability of say 15%, the applied
percentage, also called the "discount rate", "hur-
dle rate" or "cutoff rate" [11].
The present value concept is also similar in ap-

plication to that of real time (RT) money, a time
dependent value of money, where it is widely used
in the economic evaluation of field development
at inception This is also used to evaluate the
cost of exploration programs, and discretely calcu-
lated simply in Eq. (2) as undiscounted futuristic
amount [12]:

XPV = X
(1+d)n (2)
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Where X is the undiscounted amount in the fu-
ture, d is the discount rate (as a fraction) and n
the number of years.
Alternatively, and taken into growth of capital

on the annual basis in Eq. (3):

Xn = X (1+ i)n (3)
This approach assumes the year is divided into m
equal parts. The interest over the m-th part of the
year is i/m, again, without an rv. hence:

Xn = X
(
1+ i

m
)mn

)
In this case, shown in Eq. (4), deriving Capital
growth on a continuous basis unfortunately as-
sumes no plough back of a residual value by let-
ting m increase to infinity:

Xn = X lim
m→∞

(
1+ i

m

)
= X lim

m→∞

{(
1+ i

m

) m
i
}ni

= X eni

(4)
This calculation erroneously only uses the math-
ematical function that: limy→∞(1+ y)

1
y = e, where

e = 2.7183. In this method, revenue is estimated
by multiplying the oil and gas production forecast
by the average market hub prices in the year re-
ceived, irrespective of hydrocarbon quality (API
gravity, sulphur content, etc.), and transportation
expense (net back-cost) to deliver production to
the market [13] does not project an informed and
complete value bearing in mind, the omitted rv.
Oil and gas prices are assumed constant through-
out the field life cycle, and revenue from a field f ,
in year t, is computed as presented in Eq. (5) by:

r( f , t)= q0( f , t)p0 + qg( f , t)pg, (5)
where the revenue forecast vector is given by:

r( f )= r( f ,1), r( f ,2), . . .)

A net present value (NPV) also does not also
infer that all discrete factors have been applied,
but merely a summation discounted to a present
worth, similar to other methods, such as, “Port-
folio Theory” in taking economic decisions con-
cerning investment options. In using this method
in their research, [13] juxtaposes a probabilis-
tic methodology to account for only known uncer-
tainties and deployed an “efficient frontier” devel-
oped by Markowitz and some correlations coeffi-
cients to identify the best economic option. The
NPV decision criterion is on the premise of maxi-
mized return on investment compared to other op-
tions, such that an investment is accepted or re-
jected if the NPV calculated is either positive or
negative respectively [14]. As such some projects
would have fallen below the economic huddle cut-
off point without incomplete asset value and capi-
tal investment. However, a state of indifference is
reached when the NPV is zero indicating that re-
turn on investment is the same as the alternative

use, given the same discount rate and period, and
it does not take into consideration the probabilis-
tic properties of risks and opportunities, such as
the residue values.

5. PROBABILITY CONSIDERATIONS IN
PIPELINES PROJECT ECONOMICS
Risks and uncertainties constraining robust in-

vestment decisions are considered in project eco-
nomics on measured scales of probability distri-
butions, using tools such as, expected value (EV)
functions for probability (P) distribution in Eq. (6)
as follows:

EV =
N∑

I+1
xiP(xi) (6)

Notably, organizations are in business to make
money, where the success or failure is measured
by the profitability – a ratio of the income to the in-
vestment [15]. The profitability — a key business
performance indicator practically gauges the re-
turn on investments [7, 16], and expressed math-
ematically in Eq. (7) as:

Profit = Oil Price×Oil Rate
–(CAPEX+TAX+ROYALTIES)(7)

In principle, the ability of the capitalized infras-
tructure to technically and operationally meet the
intended business objective, to the point of paying
off the capital and operational investment within
the designed operational duration, is a measure
of an investment success. A derailment, or failure
to sustain the project objective within the desired
duration, is an indication of poor investment. Ex-
perience has shown that this cash-flow model has
never accounted for or taken into consideration,
a residual or realizable service value of the fa-
cilities, post the zero book values. This begs the
question on how realistic are the usual book val-
ues posted by organizations, given this uncharted
gray area? Interestingly, pipelines residual value
(rv) is becoming a significant factor that should
not be ignored in cash-flow analysis for different
reasons, including; tumbling oil prices, increasing
energy demands, investment decline coupled with
natural production decline of oil fields, prompting
organizations to seriously seek alternative ways
to elongate the life of existing facilities, to sustain
crude production and transportation [17]. The
defining factor is at what point will the rv become
useful to an investor in the investment decision
process?
To etch a glimpse of the travails of this missing

link, we consider [18] report on minimizing finan-
cial risks where they underscored the costs impact
of endless reliability and availability challenges
typical of challenges faced with aging pipeline fa-
cilities, notwithstanding organizational retain or
rehabilitate policies. Considering actual life of
pipeline facilities as near infinite in the cash-flow
equation, would unmistakably fill a void, often but
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not, adequately needful for an imperative invest-
ment decision In principle, the ability of the cap-
italized infrastructure to technically and opera-
tionally meet the intended business objective, to
the point of paying off the capital and operational
investment within the designed operational dura-
tion, is a measure of an investment success. A
derailment, or failure to sustain the project ob-
jective within the desired duration, is an indica-
tion of poor investment. Experience has shown
that this cash-flow model has never accounted for
or taken into consideration, a residual or realiz-
able service value of the facilities, post the zero
book values. This begs the question on how re-
alistic are the usual book values posted by orga-
nizations, given this uncharted gray area? Inter-
estingly, pipelines residual value (rv) is becoming
a significant factor that should not be ignored in
cash-flow analysis for different reasons, including;
tumbling oil prices, increasing energy demands,
investment decline coupled with natural produc-
tion decline of oil fields, prompting organizations
to seriously seek alternative ways to elongate the
life of existing facilities, to sustain crude produc-
tion and transportation [17]. The defining factor
is at what point will the rv become useful to an
investor in the investment decision process?
To etch a glimpse of the travails of this missing

link, we consider [18] report on minimizing finan-
cial risks where they underscored the costs impact
of endless reliability and availability challenges
typical of challenges faced with aging pipeline fa-
cilities, notwithstanding organizational retain or
rehabilitate policies. Considering actual life of
pipeline facilities as near infinite in the cash-flow
equation, would unmistakably fill a void, often but
not, adequately needful for an imperative invest-
ment decision [19]. The financial benefit of rv
in pipeline projects economics, laterally applied,
could be quite substantial and a game changer
[20, 21] including beneficial cost of retained facil-
ities, avoidable development cost of replacement,
level, and quality of inventory, and plant or field
productivity.

6. LIMITATIONS OF RETURN ON AVERAGE
CAPITAL EMPLOYED (ROCE)

ROCE as a historical capital productivity per-
formance measure ratio is confined to earn-
ings against invested capital. This approach
though meant for long-term capital-intensive in-
vestments, is skewed without the cost of financing
and other ancillary factors. To account for the all-
time risks impact, the net cash-flow model should
be adjusted with an effective risk factor that
should account for always ignored service value
beyond the 20-25 years economic life, which his-
torically has been shown, in the case of pipelines
for an additional 20 to 40 years. To calculate the
risk adjusted return on capital (RAROC), banks
use the ratio of the difference between the 50th
percentile P50 or its median return, and the fifth
percentile P5 return on a project to its standard
deviation in Eq. (8) [22].

RAROC= P50= P5
δ

(8)

This approach is also not holistic as it naturally
considers only the downward side, without consid-
ering the upward swing of uncertainties or risks.
Since risks and uncertainties are time dependent,
and evolve over time, a stochastic evaluation that
highlights the risk trend over time is needed to
provide veritable Investment Profitability (Under
Uncertainty) or expected payoff and actual rev-
enue represented Eq. (9) and Eq. (2) respectively.

Expected Payoff
=A Risk Adjusted Net Income
= {(Oil Price×Oil Production−
(Capital Expenditure (Capex)+
Operational expenditure (OPEX)+Cost of capital)
× inflation factor×escalation factor)
–(Tax+Royalties+Sign on bonus)}
×Effective Risk Factor
=Revenue (Risk adjusted Cash in)
–Investment Costs (Risk adjusted Cash out) (9)

Revenue=Oil Price (P)×Oil Rate (Q) (10)

Where the Oil Price per barrel (bbl) = base
price/bbl + A (°API) – B(%S), adjusted for viscos-
ity and sour quality. The future oil base price gen-
eration is forecasted from historical oil price using
the Time Series Forecasting Methodology.

7. CONCLUSION/RECOMMENDATIONS
The limitations posed by conventional ap-

proaches in cash-flow risk models, without fac-
toring the full asset value, can be deduced from
how they handle multi-criteria risk management
issues of normalization, robustness, hedging,
weighting, and probability distribution.

Criteria Weighting – Conventional ap-
proaches prefer normalization as a way of giving
weight to the multi-variant criteria without
reasonable objectivity. The deployment of Pareto
principles [23] is often, in rare cases, considered
too complex.

Hedging – Conventional approaches resort to
hedging in decision making, due to more pressing
factors such as for safety reasons, reliability, etc.,
with potential to trigger more investment lacking
a uniquely defined process.

Normalization – Conventional methods adopt
compromise solutions when faced with contra-
dictory objectives, such as; minimizing losses
and maximizing reliability or evaluating multi-
criteria with unrelated values, where the units for
quantifying criteria and the values of the objective
functions vary. The quality of the final solution
becomes a product of subjective reasoning, which
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does not translate all values of objective function
for all criteria, scenarios, and plans to discrete
values.

Probability of scenarios – contributes one
way or the other in determining the final solu-
tion. The scenarios with small probabilities are
most times neglected by the conventional models
in favour of end boundaries, forgetting that be-
tween these two end scenarios are all other pos-
sible scenarios.

Robustness – when faced with a group of op-
tions, conventional approaches go for the optimum
plan for all criteria and scenarios with often max-
imal deviation from the best plan, with a risk of
isolating even the best scenario. Sometimes, get-
ting the solution requires iteration by gradually
increasing the number of best plans for each sce-
nario or gradually increasing maximal deviation
percent, until there is a plan that is 100% robust.
This raises a fundamental concern; what if the
100% plan is not robust, or there are more such
plans?
The study successfully extricated amissing link

with a huge potential to unlock the hidden real
value of pipelines in projects’ economics evalua-
tion scheme. The findings developed a critically
thought out element to systematically refine the
cash-flow formula for an informed basis to opti-
mize the investment decision. Thus, organiza-
tions would need to systematically:
– Establish a statistical data of pipelines total

life at-service duration for all products.
– Establish the residual life of the respective

pipelines after the generic economics dura-
tion.

– Redefine the cash-flowmodel to incorporate a
booth strapping factor that ploughs back the
residual value of pipelines in the profitability
index.

– Ensure all future pipeline projects accounted
for the residual values to ensure informed
and realistic decisions.
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